MENU

OF

SERVICES

SKIN
TIGHTENING
An Imagen exclusive, Profound and TummyTite are two
options for treating loose skin around the face or body.
This laxity is often caused by aging, weight loss, and
pregnancy.

Profound, sometimes referred to as a non-surgical face
lift, is a treatment that continues to deliver dramatic
results over time. This treatment is so revolutionary that
studies have shown a 100% response rate for wrinkles
and 95% for loose skin at 6 months after treatment.

BOTOX +
DYSPORT
Botox and Dysport are used by millions all over the
world to prevent or reduce the appearance of fine
lines and wrinkles, but there are other helpful ways
to use these injectables.

Imagen doctors can use Botox or Dysport to soften
your jawline, treat excessive underarm sweating,
and help those who grind their teeth at night.

FILLERS
Another popular treatment, injectable volumizers
like Juvederm and Restylane are used to create
fuller lips, treat sunken under eyes, add volume to
the cheeks, and fill deep lines or scars.

For those looking for
dramatic volume,
Imagen offers a unique,
collagen-stimulating
filler called Sculptra, as
well as fat transfer to
the face or hands.

CHEMICAL PEEL
The difference between the chemical peel at Imagen and those offered by most
estheticians or dermatologists is that Imagen's chemical peel is medical-grade.
This means you're going to see deeper, more dramatic results when treating
things like sun damage, skin tone and texture, acne and acne scarring.

PRP FACIAL
+ HAIR GROWTH
Made famous by celebrities like Kim and Kourtney
Kardashian, a PRP Facial uses microneedling to create
micro-channels in the skin, which are then treated with
your body's platelet rich plasma (PRP) to create
a scaffolding for new collagen!

Imagen also uses this technique to treat thinning hair &
improve the results of body sculpting treatments.

LASER HAIR
REMOVAL
Say goodbye to bumps, burn, stubble, and ingrown hairs!
Laser Hair Removal from Imagen will have you proudly
tossing your razors and cream in the garbage for good!

LASER
RESURFACING
Pearl Fractional Laser [left] : Imagen uses this laser to even out
skin tone, reduce pigmentation irregularities, improve
superficial and deep lines and wrinkles, treat acne and acne
scarring.

Laser Genesis : Often called the "Super Model Facial," this
laser can be used to treat scars, fine lines and wrinkles while
stimulating collagen production. With monthly treatments,
patients will notice a dramatic improvement in their skin’s
youthfulness.

LASER VEIN
TREATMENT
Imagen surgeons use a
laser to help reduce the
appearance of spider
veins on the face or body.

FINANCING
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LIPO
LAYAWAY
Imagen offers an interest free
financing program for all. No
credit checks, all are approved!
Choose from 6 to 15 month
options, make a deposit and
schedule your procedure, then
make monthly payments until
treatment. Lipo Layaway is
available for Imagen's body
sculpting procedures.
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CareCredit is different from a

03

regular credit card. Use it to pay

Imagen has established a

for out-of-pocket expenses not

partnership with First National

covered by medical insurance.

Bank to offer 12 months, interest

With shorter term financing

free financing for approved

options of 6 to 12 months, no

applicants. Funds can be used

interest is charged on purchases

for any treatment or procedure

of $200 or more when you make

offered at Imagen.

CARE
CREDIT

the minimum monthly payments
and pay the full amount due by
the end of the promo period.

FIRST
NATIONAL

SCHEDULE
YOUR FREE
CONSULTATION
EMAIL
ImagenBodySculpting@gmail.com

CALL/TEXT
402-509-8473

MAILING ADDRESS
10404 Essex Court, Suite 300
Omaha, NE 68114

¡Hablamos
español!

